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"NO BETTER INSTANTANEOUS 
RECORDING BANK WAS EVER MADE"% 

.. this is the consensus of opinion from impartial tests con acte y°majors ation engineers from coast to coast! 

e neat Weald- -t±/12 «eWeleA gear' 
GLASS BASE 

INSTANTANEOUS RECORDING BLANKS 
* A thin, flexible glass base disc * A medium weight glass base disc * Both 

with two or four holes * All glass throughout, they contain no fibre or foreign 

material inserts * No metal gromets to "wow" or rumble * Holes precision 

machined directly in the glass * Immediate delivery anywhere in the U. S. A. 

* Priced at less than other fine brands * Styli and shipping cartons at cost 

TRY 
THEM 
OUR 

EXPE Pi"! 

Here's our UNCONDITIONAL, GUARANTEE! We guarantee that "Black Seal" glass Base Discs are as good, 

if not far superior to any others you may have used. And it won't cost you one penny to make us prove it! 

If, after trying "Black Seal", if, after giving them every test you can think of, they do not measure up to 

our claims, you may return the unused discs, and keep the used ones with our compliments. Remember, you 

take no chances whatsoever. You've got nothing to lose. We prepay freight to you ... and back, if necessary. 

OLD ALUMINUM BLANKS CAN BE RECOATED WITH THE "BLACK SEAL" FORMULA IN 24 HOURS 

WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE FOR "TRIAL ORDER" OR COMPLETE INFORMATION! 

THE GOULD - MOODY COMPANY 

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION 395 BROADWAY NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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have been PROVEN 
UNSURPASSABLE 
by the test of time 

Orders should be placed 
promptly for future delivery 

SCULLY 
Machine Company 
62 Walter Street Bridgeport, Conn. 

Telephone Bridgeport 5300 
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Main Sound Room at Shure Brothers 

THE QUIETEST FIELD OF ACTION 

In Total War, Microphones 
are weapons - for planes, 

tanks, and ships. These weapons are being built to new 
and higher standards. 

Very important in the development of Microphones, is 
the accurate measurement of output level and frequency 
response. In measuring Microphones, the ideal medium is 
a free field without interference from atmospheric elements, 
outside noises., or reflections from nearby objects. 

To achieve this goal, a special new room has been de- 
signed at Shure Brothers with a large area of sound absorb- 
ing surfaces. All four walls, floor and ceiling are covered 
with thick lavers of sound insulation and sound absorption 
materials. The floor is provided with an open grill to offer 
good support without affecting the sound absorption prop- 

erties. The room is completely shielded to avoid electrical 
disturbances. The high fidelity sound field is measured by 
means of standard Microphones calibrated at the U. S. 

Bureau of Standards. Electrical equipment for measure- 
ment purposes is located outside the room. In this room, 
the response of Microphones is measured with extreme 
accuracy. 

In addition to close tolerances in output and response, 
Shure Microphones must survive electrical and mechanical 
tests which are far more destructive than any conditions 
they meet in actual service. 

Millions of lives may depend on a Microphone. 
Shure Engineers know this. Shure Microphones are 
made to do their part. 

Send for Catalog 172 J. It describes Su' per-Cardioid perform- 
ance and the latest Shure Broadcast Microphone, the Super-Cardioid. 

SHURE BROTHERS 
Designers and Manufariurers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices 

225 West Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 
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Inventions, Patents, and Victory 
By James D. Cunningham 

Vice -Chairman, Committee on Patents and Research, National association of manufacturers 
(This is the second in our series on the patent situation, and since the entire radio industry is dependent upon an honest patent system, it is 

our pleasure to present Mr. Cunningham's address, originally delivered over the Columbia Broadcasting System, May 14, 1942.) 

AMERICA looks to its inventors 
for new weapons to help win 
the war-secret bombsights, new 

explosives, and devices to detect sub- 
marines and enemy planes. And we de- 
pend upon inventions used by industry 
to speed the poduction of war ma- 
terials. This country has been built on 
patented inventions, and now inven- 
tions will help preserve our country, 
and our way of life. 

This is a war of machines-of pro- 
duction methods-of industries; and 
America's strength lies in its inventions. 
Inventions give us not only the best 
weapons in the world, but also the best 
production methods. It is the American 
system of mass production, based on 
patented inventions, that will defeat 
Hitler and the Japs. 

'Throughout the country, thousands 
of scientists and inventors diligently 
search for and perfect new products 
and new processes for war and for pro- 
duction of the necessities of war. Their 
discoveries are among the most closely 
guarded military secrets. Armed guards 
pace, vigilantly, before every laboratory 
in which war research is being done 
The research workers themselves are so 
secretive about their endeavors that 
they do not even discuss them with 
their colleagues or 'at home, for fear 
that vital information might become 
public and get into the hands of fifth 
columnists. 

America has had its great generals 
and admirals, like Washington, Sam 
Houston, Grant, Lee, Pershing, Ad- 
miral Dewey, and MacArthur, but 
equally important have been its inven- 
tors and industrial geniuses-heroes like 
Edison, Bell, and Eli Whitney. The 
country has become great through 
science and invention, and the produc- 
tion of goods for a high standard of 
living. Now we turn that same inge- 
nuity to war, to save our civilization. 
After the war we will need this spirit 

of invention to give us jobs, incomes, 
and new goods and services to help 
stave off a postwar depression. 

Patents and the War Effort 
We are all keenly interested in new 

ideas-in progress, based on new inven- 
tions and scientific discoveries. Now 
we are interested in new weapons. But 
most of us think very little about 
patents and their relation to inventions 
and progress. Just what connection do 
patents have with our present war 
efforts? 

To begin with, this country could not 
produce war materials at today's phe- 
nomenal rate, if the brain -children of 
American inventors i.ad not been pro- 
tected by the American Patent System. 
Our patent system has done three im- 
portant things: 

(1) It has encouraged inventors to 
invent new products and pro- 
cesses. 

(2) It has encouraged manufacturers 
to manufacture new and better 
products. 
It has encouraged investors to 
invest money in the develop- 
ment of new industries, based 
on invention. 

We owe much of our industrial su- 
premacy today to the Patent System. 

We have seen a great deal in the 
newspapers recently about charges that 
patents are holding up war production. 
Legislation is now pending in the 
United States Senate, to give the gov- 
ernment power to take over rights un- 
der patents which are vital to the war 
effort. That is all right. 

American industry has long insisted 
that every invention which can con- 
tribute to victory must be fully utilized, 
and the National Association of Manu- 
facturers favors any legislation which is 

necessary to win the war. The legisla- 
tion proposed by Congress, however, 
is not limited to the war emergency. It 
should be. 

(3) 

So far as patents are concerned, 
every invention in the country is now 
available for full use in the war effort, 
and I do not know of a single instance 
of any war production being held up 
because of a patent. 

During the last war the patent stat- 
utes were changed so that the United 
States government acquired, and has 
retained, the power to have anyone 
make anything for the government, 
without considering whether any pat- 
ents may apply. This is true whether 
the country is at war or at peace. 

In the view of authorities on patent 
law it would have been possible under 
existing laws for the government to 
have synthetic rubber, or any other 
product now in the headlines, produced 
for it in any quantities it desired, at 
any time. 

The shortage of synthetic rubber is 

not caused by patents. 

Why America Is Short of 
Synthetic Rubber 

Neither the government nor industry 
foresaw Pearl Harbor and the sudden 
loss of our sources of natural rubber in 
the Pacific. When plenty of natural 
rubber was easily available, everyone 
in industry and government considered 
it economically wasteful to build huge 
plants costing millions of dollars to 
produce synthetic rubber which would 
have sold at a higher price than the 
natural product. This case is typical of 
many shortages which have arisen sud- 
denly as a result of the war. 

Instead of blaming patents for our 
shortage of synthetic rubber, we can 
thank the present Patent System that 
the necessary research has been done, 
so that we know how to produce syn- 
thetic rubber now. Anyone familiar 
with the tremendous amount of re- 
search on synthetic rubber in America, 
in recent years, will tell you that the 
costly work would not have been done 
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except for patent protection. No com- 
pany could have invested the millions 
of dollars necessary to hire scientists 
and to buy expensive equipment to de- 
velop this product, if its discoveries 
could be pirated-stolen-by anyone 
after they had been developed. Those 
who risked their money in research had 
to have some hope of reward-a chance 
to earn a return on their investment, or 
to get their investment back. 
Patent Is Gift from Inventor to Public 

We must not overlook the fact that 
a patent is a special kind of property. 
It is a title to an invention. It is a re- 

ward for the creation of something that 
never existed before. Inventions may 
lie unborn in the minds of inventors. 
They might never be brought into ex- 

istence, nor made available to the pub- 
lic. The framers of our constitution 
wisely decided to offer a reward-an 
incentive-to development of these un- 
born concepts for the good of mankind 

Our patent laws provide such re- 
ward-a seventeen-year monopoly, dur- 
ing which the inventor may specify the 
terms and conditions under which the 
product of his brain may be utilized. 
In return, he makes public, through the 
Patent Office in Washington, the de- 
tails of his invention, as a contribution 
to human knowledge. 

Let us not confuse inventions with 
tangible, physical property, like land, 
coal, iron ore, and forests, which ex- 

isted before man appeared on the earth. 
Anyone who conceives an invention, 
and makes it public through a patent, 
makes available to mankind something 
which never existed before. 

Great as America's achievements in 
research are, many important inven- 
tions and discoveries come from other 
countries. Science knows no geographi- 
cal boundaries, and during peacetime 
scientific knowledge flows, as it should, 
from country to country by way of 
technical publications, international con- 
ventions of scientists, and interchange 
of patents. German inventors and 
scientists, for instance, developed opti- 
cal instruments, chemical formulas of 
many kinds, and other ideas which this 
country obtained through patent agree- 
ments. Without such agreements we 

should have been deprived of the 
German developments. 

All such exchange, of course, ceased 
when we went to war with Germany. 
The President has taken over all enemy 
patents in this country-which is right 
and which everyone applauds. 

There are some who feel that the 
patent system is out of date, and that 
it ought to be completely overhauled. 
Bills for that purpose are now pending 
in Congress. I believe that the basic 
principles of the Patent System are 
sound, just like the basic principles of 
democracy, which are much older. 
Means of Improving Patent System 

The patent system is a creation of 
man. It is not perfect. Like all other 
institutions it can be improved, but 
there are wide differences of opinion 
as to what is improvement. The Presi- 
dent recently appointed a Patent Plan- 
ning Commission to study the Patent 
System and recommend revisions to 
conform to changing conditions. That 
commission consists of extremely com- 
petent, well -qualified patent authorities. 
It should have an opportunity to com- 
plete its study and report its findings 
before any legislation is passed. That 
Commission is in a much better position 
to recommend legislation than is Con- 
gress. 

With this country involved in world 
chaos, and the extreme necessity that 
our economic system function smoothly 
both now and after order is restored, 
no effort should he spared to perfect 
the system which above all is so vital 
for the encouragement of the "pro- 
gress of science and useful arts." 

Manufacturers, inventors, and re- 

search scientists who deal with patents 
and inventions believe that patent pro- 
tection should be strengthened rather 
than weakened. Enactment of the leg- 

islation now pending would, to a large 
extent, emasculate the patent system 
and destroy property right in invention. 
In my opinion, and that of many others, 
it would remove much of the incentive 
for invention and industrial research 
Consequently, issues are at stake which 
are vital to the destiny of our nation. 
Every American, and particularly every 
patent holder, has a responsibility to 

safeguard this country's incentive to in- 
vention and research. 

Examples of Benefits from Patents 
Up in New England is a young man 

who found a method of producing glass 
that would polarize light-take the 
glare out of it. He made his invention 
as a student in a university laboratory. 
He has built a business of great social 
benefit to our country, because the pat- 
ent system protected that invention so 

that he could get production under way. 
In the Middle West is a man who 

spent months, during the depression, 
experimenting with a glue by which 
rubber half -soles could be stuck on 
shoes. He got a patent, and by virtue 
of it built a business which has given 
millions of poor people a good, econom- 
ical method of repairing their shoes and 
keeping their feet dry. 

On the West Coast is Lee de Forest, 
who sold his patent to a big telephone 
company for its use, while he himself 
is licensed under the patent to make 
diathermy machines for treatment of 
pain. The arrangement is to the benefit 
of both, and of the country generally. 
Such a license agreement would be il- 

legal under the laws now proposed. 
In the South is the great Negro sci- 

entist George Washington Carver, who 
holds scores of patents on industrial 
uses for peanuts and other Southern 
farm crops. 

We should encourage men and de- 
velopments like these. The legislation 
now pending would have exactly the 
opposite effect. It would be most dam 
aging to small inventors and manufac- 
turers. Patent protection is not so vital 
to a big company as to a small one. It 
is most important to the man who sets 
out to build a business on a new idea, 
and we need more such men. 

Invention and Research Must Be 
Encouraged 

Patent protection will be more im- 

portant after this war than ever before. 
We've got to have new jobs, new in- 

dustries, new goods and services. The 
way to get them is to encourage, not 
discourage, inventions and research, 
and the development of new enterprises 
based on new ideas. 

In my own company, for instance, 
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which is a medium-sized business, we 
are expending in research more than at 
any previous time in our history. We 
are doing this because we believe that 
in the postwar period our normal busi- 
ness, which deals with capital goods, 
will be severely curtailed and that we 
must look to other products so that we 
shall continue to have jobs for our em- 
ployees and sources of income for our 
company. 

Naturally, the incentive for such ex- 
penditures comes from patent protec- 
tion. Why should we spend money, 
time, and effort to develop new prod- 
ucts if our competitors would be per- 
mitted to manufacture them? 

Summary 
To sum up: 
Victory for America will depend, to ., 

large extent, upon American inventions. 
Patents have provided a stimulus for 

inventions, and we should not have the 
ideas or the industrial system we have 
if it were not for patent protection. 

American industry insists that every 
intention which can contribute to vic- 
tory must be fully utilized, regardless 
of patents on it. 

The government has long had power 
to have anything produced for it, by 
anyone, at any time, regardless of pat- 
ents; and, so far as patents are con- 
cerned, synthetic rubber, carboloy, or 
any other products could have been 
produced in peace or war in any do 
sired quantity for the government. 

The patent legislation now pending 
in the United States Senate would re- 
duce the incentive to invention and re 
search, and to development of new in- 
dustries from new ideas. It would make 
it easier, instead of more difficult, for 
an inventor's idea to be pirated - 
stolen. 

Today we can see the frontiers of 
the postwar period only through the 
smoke of war, but we may be sure that 
Yankee ingenuity, which has played 
such an important role in this country's 
development, will be equally important 
in the future. We must encourage it. 
From our inventors and our scientists, 
stimulated and protected by the Patent 
System, will come the progress and 
prosperity of tomorrow. 

The Broadcast Engineers 
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GLASS MASTER DISCS 

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY 

Presto 171/4" Glass Base 

Master discs are now in 

stock awaiting your order. 

Transcription manufactur- 

ers have been processing 
samples of the Presto Glass 

Master for several months 

and report it perfect in every 

respect, easily adapted to 

their plating equipment, 
thick enough (.135") for 

safe handling and having 

the exceptionally quiet sur- 

face characteristic of all 
Presto discs. 

The Presto 171/4" Master 

is made in two styles. Type 

917-D has a removable 
metal center insert to allow 

its use with overhead cut- 

ting mechanisms driven 

from the center of the turn- 

table. The 917-E has a solid 

insert for tables having in- 

dependent cutting head 

drive (Presto 8-C). 

Priced only slightly high- 

er than previous aluminum 

master discs. Sold by Gray - 

bar Electric Company and 

leading radio parts distrib- 

utors throughout the United 

States and Canada. 

In Other Cities, Phone ... ATLANTA, Jack. 4372 BOSTON, Sel. 4510 
CHICAGO, Har. 4240 CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 DALLAS, 37093 DENVER, 

Ch. 4277 DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 HOLLYWOOD, Hit. 9133 KANSAS 
CITY, Vic. 4631 MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 MONTREAL, Wel. 4218 

PHILADELPHIA, Penny. 0542 ROCHESTER, Cul. 5548 SAN FRANCIS - 

242 WEST 55th ST. N.Y. co, Yu. 0231 SEATTLE, Sen.2560 WASHINGTON, D.C., Shop. 4003 

World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs 

PRESTO 
RECORDING CORP. 
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HNICAL 

A digest of leading technical articles in the current contemporary press. 

(In these busy times few engineers can spare the time required to read all the current technical literature. It will be the 

purpose of this regular feature to provide an index of current technical articles on radio broadcasting and related subjects.-Ed.} 

PRESS 

Electronics for May, 1942 
The Fluxgraph 

By Paul G. Weiher 

An automatic machine for plotting the magnetic fields of 

coils, and for the study of deviations from standard caused 

by winding or core irregularities. 

FM Carrier Current Telephony 
By Braulio Dueno 

Description of a simple 70 kc transmitter with narrow 

band reactance tube modulation and a companion receiver 

for communication over power company high lines. 

High Frequency Sweep Generator 
By E. J. H. Bussard and T. J. Michel 

Description of an instrument of aid in alignment, in 

production, of FM receivers using over -coupled, double tuned 

circuits. 
Electronic Phase -Angle Meter 

By Edward L. Ginzton 
A simple circuit for the measurement of phase angle 

between two sine waves. 

Communications for May, 1942 
A 100 Cycle Frequency Standard 

By P. M. Honnell and L. W. Dickerson 
A temperature controlled 100 cycle tuning fork is ampli- 

fied to provide a 100 cycle standard and to operate a 100 

cycle clock for checking purposes. Auxiliary circuits provide 

100 cycle harmonic output and a locked 1,000 cycle multi - 

vibrator output. 

Bell Laboratories Record for May, 1942 
Applications of Junction Line Filters 

By F. A. Hinshaw 
By the use of the junction line filter, carrier loading is 

avoided; this paper also discusses other frequency problems. 

The Junction Line Filter 
By J. O. Israel 

Mechanical and electrical specs of the filter are discussed, 

together with impedance -frequency, and loss -frequency 

characteristics. 

REVIEW 
By Ed. Stolzenberger 

Proceedings of the I.R.E. for May, 1942 
Experimental Polyphase Broadcasting 

By Paul Lo yet 

An experimental installation of polyphase broadcasting 

is described using 1 KW carrier power on a frequency of 

1000 KC. Fidelity measurements made of the moluated field 

intensity radiated from this installation indicate that com- 

parable performance to other present-day amplitude -modu- 

lated broadcast transmitting equipment can be obtained 

readily. It is demonstrated that transmitting equipment of 

this type need only have a peak power capability of the out- 

put tubes approximately 11/2 times carrier power. 

Horizontal -Polar -Pattern Tracer for Directional 
Broadcast Antennas 

By F. Alton Everest and Wilson S. Pritchett 
Making space -pattern calculations for the three -element 

array is very much more difficult than for the more common 

two -element array. Many problems of broadcast coverage or 

interference have their solution only in the non -symmetrical 

patterns of three -element directional antennas. This paper 

includes the derivations of the equations for the relative field 

strength in a horizontal plane of such an array. A mechani- 

cal tracer is described which automatically plots the hori- 

zontal pattern for two or three -element arrays once the 

adjustments of tower configuration and current magnitudes 
and phasings are made. Patterns traced by this machine are 

shown to have an accuracy usually within the width of the 

line of the recording pen. Its simplicity and rapidity of oper- 

ation adapt it particularly to preliminary exploration to find 

a pattern which meets certain coverage or interference 
problems. 

A Mechanical Calculator for Directional Antenna Patterns 
By William G. Hutton and R. Morris Pierce 

In the design of a directional array, the engineer is con- 

fronted with the solution of a problem that is laborious be- 

cause of the many parameters to be considered. The variables 
that enter the problem are spacing, phasing, radiated field, 

and orientation for each antenna involved. In particular, for 
an array of three elements, there are nine parameters when 
one of the elements is considered to be at the origin. This 
paper describes a mechanical calculator that eliminates a 

major part of the tedious work involved in the calculation 
(Continued on Page Fourteen) 
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Congratulations 

to 

V. J. Duke 
Newly Elected 
Vice -President 

of 

N.A.B.E.T. V. J. Duke 
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N.A.B.E.T. Presents 
R. Beardsley Graham 

R. Beardsley Graham is a native of California, was 

graduated from Berkeley High in 1931, and received his B.S. 

in Chemistry from the University of California in May, 1935. 

His early amateur radio activity indicated a natural 
aptitude for things electronic, and after college he became an 

instructor at the Edison Electri- 
cal Schools. In 1936 he joined 
the Techna Corporation as 

Chemical Engineer, where he 
designed and installed a chemi- 
cal lab in conjunction with their 
electronic laboratory, which in- 

cluded work with broadcast, 
theatre, PA, disc and film 

recording. 
Graham next joined the 

Pacific Tel & Tel Company 
where he worked with panel 
automatic switching and at R. Beardsley Graham 

tended U C on part time for graduate work. He left the 
P. T. & T. Co. to return to U C full time for the year 1938, 
and became a Television Engineer for RCA at the San 
Francisco Exhibition; a short time later he became engineer - 
in -charge, which permitted more part time work at U C. 
Early in 1940, he joined the NBC Engineering Staff at 
Hollywood, California, as Television Engineer, and in July 
of 1941 he was transferred to Radio City, New York-the 
huh of all Television activity, and more recently assigned to 
the Development Engineering Group. 

Through a genuine desire to make a more positive con- 
tribution to the prosecution of the war, Graham left NBC 
as of June 1, 1942, to engage in essential research at the 
Maceachusettes Institute of Technology. NABET, of course, 
regrets this loss, and hopes it is for the duration only. 533, 'nit 
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KFI KECA 
Los Angeles News 

By H. M. McDonald 

FLOYD JONES, Studio Engineer at 
KFI-KECA for the past ten years, 
and Harold Christensen, Transmitter 

Engineer at KFI for eleven years, have 
been granted leaves of absence and joined 
the exodus of radio men from Los Angeles 
to Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
at Cambridge, where they will assist in 
research and developmental work. The group 
from Hollywood includes two other former KFI-KECA men, 
both well known in radio and sound here, Hal Cooper of 
General Service Studios (ERPI) , and Harry Lindgren of 
Paramount Pictures. 

Albert Laurent, at KFI Transmitter only a few weeks, 
but nearby with Globe Wireless at Cypress for a long time, 
has been called into the Army. He's a nice fellow to work 
with and we wish him a lot of luck. It is expected that he'll 
be on special detached duty soon and we'll see him now and 
then. (Incidentally, we just heard that the Army has 
today taken over all Globe stations.) 

To date KFI-KECA has experienced no difficulty in 
obtaining experienced radio men to replace those who have 
left. It's surprising how many men with tickets (with ser- 
vice on them, too) are around, teaching in schools, servicing 
juke boxes, selling receivers, railroading, operating P.A. 
systems, recording, sound men in pix studios, etc. 

The latest additions to our staff are Ernest Sams and 
Charley Lampkin. Sams has been in commercial radio since 
1931 and worked at three other stations in Los Angeles. 
Lampkin was in the Signal Corps for three years, with tele- 
phone companies for nine years, and more recently has 
been free-lancing, handling sound effects, and doing some 
mixing, for various people. 

Rumor has it that Consolidated Aircraft at San Diego 
is recruiting a staff for their new radio laboratory. A build- 
ing to house it is now under construction and will be com- 
pleted within thirty days. Unconfirmed reports as to salary, 
for radio men of average ability, vary widely; some say 

$300 to $350. 
We extend a cordial welcome to the new members of 

NABET at KFSD, San Diego. We trust there will be notes 
in the Journal from them each month. (Me, too!-Ed.) 

How about a few words from the brethren at WOW, 
Omaha? In our boomer days our record sojourn was in 

Omaha, a year and a half. (No, not in the clink.) Had a 

lot of good times there while putting ten on a line for 
the W.U. 

Bryan Cole, in the Army Reserve for a long time, and 

called from KFI-KECA Studios more than a year ago, is 

The Broadcast Engineers' 

now a captain. He is with the Signal Corps at Ft. Sill, 
Okla., an instructor in the Field Artillery, we believe. 

The world will note but Lloyd Jones will long remem- 
ber the going -away party thrown in his honor at John Hidy's 
home out in the Valley. In keeping with Lloyd's new re- 
search job the evening was devoted to various experiments. 
One discovery made was that a very powerful torpedo 
could be made by combining equal parts of seven different 
kinds of anything 90 proof. Another was that the giant 
size (12 oz.) could be made in the same length of time as 
the smaller size, and that it was so powerful that it immo- 
bilized any object with which it came in contact! In honor 
of Jones it was named "Down Under." 

During the "radio silence" periods, nightly here at 
present, many city dwellers with jalopy receivers are expe- 
riencing the thrill (?) of "DX" for the first time. At other 
times signals of distant stations are "swarmed under" in 
the barrage laid down by the 18 stations within a 20 -mile 
radius of the center of Los Angeles. Reports indicate that 
KOA, Denver, and KOB, Albuquerque, are heard best. 
KOA is an NBC outlet and KOB releases the Blue. 

Telecasts from W6XAO, the only television station 
operating in Los Angeles at present, have been curtailed to 
one and a half hours, alternate Saturday nights, only. Very 
little live material is presented. Program is made up mostly 
of films depicting defense work of various types. 

Men here who have read much material on FM say that 
Raymond Guy's article "The Why and How of Frequency 
Modulation" in the September issue of the Journal, is by far 
the best they've seen anywhere. 

"Everything happens for the best," quotes Ray Moore, 
Maintenance Supervisor at KFI-KECA Studios, when he 
hears the "radio silence" signal, which gives him an oppor- 
tunity to service equipment that has been in use almost 
constantly for the past six months due to 24 -hour opera- 
tion of KFI. 

Dave Kennedy and Rex Bettis, though working to- 
gether here for the past two years, have just discovered 
that while in the Navy during World War I, they were 

(Continued on Page Nineteen) 
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Amplifier Economy 
By Whitney M. Baston, New York Transmission Engineer, NBC 

and 
E. Stolzenberger, NBC Engineering Department 

THE NBC plant at Radio City, New York, was origi- 
nally equipped with a number of different types of 
DC operated RCA amplifiers. One of these types, the 

4162, is used for several different services. The amplifier has 
a 20,000 ohm bridging input, and a split winding output 
transformer which, when connected in series, has a rated 
output of 500 ohms. The maximum single frequency output 
level is plus 28 vu. The absolute noise level is minus 75 vu. 
The frequency response of the amplifier as originally received 
had less than 1.5 db deviation from the 1000 cycle reading 
from 20 to 17,000 cycles. 

One of the uses of the 4162 amplifier was to supply a 
program feed from each broadcast studio to more than 120 

dial selector switches in an Automatic Electric 100 line 
PAX system used for remote monitoring of up to 100 pro- 
grams. In this particular capacity the two split windings of 
the output transformer were connected in parallel to provide 
a 125 ohm output impedence. This 125 ohm output circuit 
was then terminated at the amplifier with a 125 ohm re- 
sistor, since all the monitoring positions fed from the 120 

dial switches were bridging. The low output impedence was 

used to reduce to a minimum the capacity loading on the 
amplifier output caused by the several monitoring lines. The 
voltage gain of the amplifiers in this service was 0 db. 

Several of the 4162 type amplifiers were also used to feed 
the NBC Radio Recording Room audition programs from the 
regular broadcast studios. In this capacity it was necessary 
for the Master Control Room to make one patch from the 
broadcast studio to the bridging input of the 4162. The 
amplifier output was normalled to the Recording Room. This 
was a satisfactory arrangement for a few audition recordings, 
but with the rapid growth of radio recording it was found 
that the Master Control Room was almost continually set- 
ting up or taking down one of these audition feeds. As the 
number of recordings increased the danger of a Master Con- 
trol error in patching or a misunderstanding of instructions 
passed over the phone likewise increased. A point was finally 
reached where it was no longer practical to use such a 
system, and a change was made to increase the efficiency of 
this operation. 

There were a number of changes that could be made. 
Continued on Page Fourteen) 

If you have not been using 
or have not yet tried 
Allied's New Glass Base 
Discs, a trial will convince 
you of their merits and 
superior quality - at no 
premium in the cost to 
you. We invite you to try 
this disc - that is how we 
obtain new customers. We 
feel certain that you will 
reorder - that is how we build sales volume - from satisfied users. 

ALLIED 
GLASS 
BASE 

RECORD 

DISCS 

Your telephone 
call, letter, wire or cable will receive our prompt and courteous attention. 
PROMPT DELIVERY direct from the manufacturer to any part of the United States, Canada, South America and to some foreign countries. 

ALSO AVAILABLE recoating service for your old aluminum discs. Delivery in one week. Details on request. 

,1LLITD RECORDInG PRODUCTS CO. 
21-09 43rd Avenue Phone STillwell 4-2318 Lon Island City, N. Y. Cable: Allrecord New York gy 
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Television Programming Gives Way to War Effort 

The NBC Television Staff rejoiced at 

the good news that the FCC had reduced 

the minimum mandatory program hours 

from fifteen to four hours per week. In 

effect, this meant a cessation of live - 

talent studio programs and mobile unit 

pickups of wrestling, etc., which in nor- 

mal times would have been much cause 

for gloom. However, we are in a war, 

and the sooner it is won, the sooner we 

can get back to normal living habits. 

Shown in the above picture are, left 

to right, standing: Howard Gronberg, 

Stan Peck, Bill, Gary Simpson, Marshall 

P. Wilder, H. J. Mallen, Walter Clark, 

Ed Nathan, Stoddard Dentz, Ed Hoff- 

meister, Dorm Albert, Bert Nazimento, 

Berrian, Walt O'Hara, and Harold Sec - Senior Television Supervisor. Kneel, 
ing: Tom Riley, J. Russell DeBaun, Art 
Hungerford, Hank Folkerts, Ed Cullen, 
Geo. Neuman, Frank Burns, and 
Charlie Townsend. Sitting: Ray Mon- 
fort - Television Maintenance Super- 
visor, Harry, Rah Davis, Ed Stolzen - 
berger sporting vacation whiskers, Joe 
Conn, and Al Protzman. Also present 
but not shown in the picture were Al 
Jackson, R. Beardsley Graham, and 
Warren Wade. 

"Shecks . . , Gran' pa p py don't even kem out fer 
meals anymore since he got thet new radio an' 

television set out thar" 

(Drawn especially for THE BROADCAST h'.nI.\ERRS' .JOURNAL by Paul Webb and 
reproduced with his permission) 
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N.A.B.E.T. 
Engineers in the 

War Effort 
Four former NBC Engineer, 

and members of N.A.B.E.T., now 

with the U. S. Army Signal Corps - held a "reunion" recently at 

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. 

Shown in the photo are: Major 
F. C. Shidel, Capt. P. H. Clark, 

and Lt. T. E. Gootee (all of 

Chicago) , and Sgt. Phil Falcone 

(of New York). These N.A.B.E.T. 
Engineers, along with dozens of 

others, are serving their country 
well, and we are proud. 

Don Castle Honored 
By Fellow Engineers 

Twenty-five broadcast and television engineers recently 

gathered at the Hotel Abbey, New York, and tendered an 

impromptu dinner to Don H. Castle as a fitting climax to 

his bachelor days. His bride was the charming Mary Lou 

Irvin, and at this writing the newlyweds are honeymooning 
in Georgia. 

Attending the dinner were Messrs. Hastings, Berglund, 
Saunders, Wilder, Doti Castle, Compton, Duke, Monfort, 

The clean-cut gentleman partaking of 
liquid refreshment is Don H. Castle 

(Photo by U. S. Army Signal Corps.) 

Somers, Shelby, Walsh, Bob Clark, Nixon, Christian, 

Wankel, Rah Davis, Stolzenberger, DeBaun, Nolan, Goodale, 

Looney, Seibert, Jim Wood, and our photog, Joe Conn. 

"Chiefie says wash it up, the show's been cancelled - we've 
got bigger things to do for the duration" 
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Washington9 D. C, News 
By Bill Chew 

CLYDE M. CLARK, SE., who has been with the com- 

pany about ten years, has been recalled to the Navy, 
from which branch of the service he retired on sixteen 

years service about 1932. He retired as chief electrician, 
radio and is now in the same capacity. It was a real pleasure 
to have him present at our last meeting at which time the 
boys presented him with a swell cocktail set. 

In line with the same topic, I learned only this morning 
that Walter Godwin, S.E., has received a commission as 

lieutenant senior grade in the Navy and the week of June 8 

is his last week with the company. He has waited a long 
time to get this news and seems to be happy about the whole 
thing. With these two men and any who may follow them 
into the service go our best wishes. 

Well, vacation time is well under way and I am sure 
each is looking forward to his even though "circulation," due 
to gas rationing, will be restricted. Clarence A. Allen, 
maintenance, started his vacation by going to his farm in 
Virginia, about twenty-five or thirty miles out. The tough 
part of it is the fact he had been away about two days when 

his appendix acted up. He was hurried back to Washington 
to the hospital and was operated on at 3 A. M. What a swell 
way to spend a vacation. Al says he couldn't have gone any- 
where anyhow, due to lack of gas. At this writing I am glad 
to be able to say that he is doing fine and should be back on 
duty before very long. 

Ralph Hamill, Relief Supv., also vacationing, details un- 
known. Having received no news items from our trans- 
mitters, they are not represented in this issue. Guess I'll have 
to get behind them and do some persuading! 

New members are Gordon Henry and Harold Thomassen, 
and soon Albert Allen who came to us from another station. 

On May 4, our regular monthly chapter meeting was held 
at the home of Barton E. Stahl. Election of officers was held, 
and S. E. Newman, who for years has done an excellent job 
as secretary -treasurer, was elected chairman. Mr. Newman 
will make a good chairman, competent and capable. The new 
chairman appointed Clarence A. Allen, S.E., as his secretary - 
treasurer, and we feel he, too, will do a good job. Incidentally, 
Newman is from WRC's transmitter, which makes the first 
time the chair has been occupied by a transmitter man since 
the position was held by Cliff Rothery, now in San 
Francisco. 

More next month, until then, 73 from Washington. 

For Use in Audiome- 
ters, Noise Meters and 
Sound Level Indicators 
The DAVEN catalog lists the most com- 
plete line of precision attenuators in the 
world; "Ladder," "T" type. "Balanced 
H" and Potentiometer networks - both 
variable and fixed types-employed ex- 
tensively in control positions of high 
quality program distribution systems and 
as laboratory standards of attenuation. 
Super DAVOHM resistors are precision 
type, wire -wound units of from 1% to 
0.1% accuracy. More than 80 models of 
Laboratory Test Equipment are listed. 

Write for your copy of this 
complete DAVEN catalog. 

THE DAVEN COMPANY 
158 SUMMIT STREET NEWARK, N. J. 

«. 

New Shure Booklet on 
Super-Cardioid Dynamic 

Broadcast Microphone 
An attractive 8 -page book on the 

Super-Cardioid Microphone for Broad- 
cast and Recording Engineers has just 
been issued by Shure Brothers, Chicago. 

This new book tells what Super- 
Cardioid means, how it works, and what 
it does for sound pick-up. It also gives 
complete specifications, technical data, 
diagrams and curves on the new Series 
"556" Super-Cardioid Dynamic Micro- 
phones for Studio and Remote Broad- 
casting, Recording, and high -quality 
Public Address. 

A copy may be obtained by writing 
on your letterhead to Shure Brothers, 
225 West Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

Gould -Moody 
Introduces Black Seal Discs 

As is the case with all Gould -Moody 
products, Black Seal discs were developed 
only after unrelenting experimentation 
and research had been made. They stress 
five points of superiority including: 

1. All glass discs in either a thin, 
flexible weight, or medium weight in 10, 
12, and 16 inch sizes. 

2. Both weights are available with 
either two or four holes. 

3. There are no fibre or other foreign 

material inserts that may loosen or fall 
out. 

4. There are no metal grommets 
around the holes which may cause 
objectionable "wow" or rumble. 

5. For absolute accuracy, the holes of 
Black Seal discs are precision machined 
directly in the glass. 

You do not buy blindly when you 
purchase Black Seal Glass Base Record- 
ing Discs. Each one is backed by the 
famous Gould -Moody guarantee that it 
is as good or better than any other disc 
that you may have previously used. If, 
after using, you find that Black Seal 
discs do not meet with your approval, 
you may return the unused discs collect, 
and retain the used ones with the compli- 
ments of Gould -Moody. In short, if you 
are not completely satisfied, you needn't 
pay one cent. 

All Black Seal discs are taken from 
regular stock. They are not specially 
selected samples produced merely for 
"show" purposes. Take one or a 
hundred, and you will find that every 
one will be uniform in quality. You may 
order one or more boxes of discs, and 
they will be shipped to you fully pre- 
paid-and at prices that are far less than 
many other recognized brands. Gould - 
Moody will service all accounts with 
styli and shipping cartons at actual cost. 

For more detailed information and 
price lists, write directly to the Gould - 
Moody Co., 395 Broadway, N. Y. City. 
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What Can I Do ? By 

" HAT can I do?" That appears 
to be a question that every 
good American is asking him- 

self today. Each and everyone of us 
wants to do something to help in the 
war effort. The broadcast engineer and 
radio engineer of today will play an 
ever-increasing role in the war effort; 
his services are extremely valuable. It 
is with that in mind that we present 
the following factual analysis upon 
which every broadcast engineer can 
evaluate what his place will be in the 
war effort. 

The first point we must all keep fore- 
most in our minds is this,-we are not 
in such a vital industry that we are 
going to be exempt. At the recent 
N.A.B. convention, the Director of Se- 

lective Service gave no hint and no in- 

dication that there could ever be a 

blanket exemption for the engineers in 
the broadcast field. We must face that 
fact, and, too, we must realize that the 
longer the war goes the more our ser- 

vices will be required in the war effort. 
The next point is an indication of 

what might be done by us all to help. 
During the past few years the hours of 

work have been reduced so that our 
work week now allows considerable free 
time. You can turn that free time into 
useful service. How? You can organize 
among the broadcast engineers of your 
own station and other stations to con- 

duct free radio classes for the public. 
You can induce persons who would not 
normally be available for military duty 
to take your course. You can produce 
a large number of radio people 
equipped for the lesser radio jobs, in 

the war effort. If these people are not 
produced you may be forced, in a short 
period of time, to take some of these 
lesser jobs at greatly reduced income, 
thus depriving the government of your 
services to jobs that require higher 
training. In the larger cities these 
classes have been organized and are 
operated with government money; 
however, they could be supplemented 
with individual effort, and you could 
really feel you were doing your part. 

Teaching arrangements could be sched- 
uled between the many radio men in 
your town, which would reduce the 
additional strain on each one. You 
could conduct code classes, with only 
elementary radio principles, as many 
persons with that type of training are 
needed. 

The next point is this. You hear 
from every source that you should help 
the war effort by buying bonds. Al- 
though buying bonds does help the war 
effort, it actually helps you more. It 
really is a selfish way to help, as you 
are just investing a part of your in- 

come for future uses. It is the approved 
way to help financially. Your income 
as a broadcast man has increased dur- 
ing the past few years. You can and 
should invest at least 10 per cent of 
your income in bonds. That may sound 
like a lot; you will do it sooner or later, 

Con Conrad 

so why not now? Start today, have 10 

per cent taken from your pay and in- 

vested in bonds. I'll wager that in two 
months you won't miss the amount and 
you will go on living as before. Think 
the entire matter over; if you follow 
along the paths outlined you are buy- 
ing the best type of job insurance that 
can be had today. 

Lord Mountings Beat Vibration 
The application of Bonded Rubber 

Vertical Snubbing Mountings for vibra- 
tion control and shock absorption in 
electronic equipment is described in a 
new 20 -page Bulletin 103 published by 
Lord Manufacturing Company, Erie, Pa. 
In addition to describing the complete 
line of Lord Vertical Snubbing Mount- 
ings, this Bulletin contains basic engi- 
neering information. Copies of this 
Bulletin 103 may be secured by writing 
Lord Manufacturing Company, Erie, 
Pennsylvania. 

. . . Accuracy and 
dependability are 
built into every 
Bliley Crystal Unit. 
Specify BLILEY for 
assured performance. 

QuL tom 
QRYgrALS 

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PA. 
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Amplifier Economy 
(Continued from Page Nine) 

A separate amplifier could be purchased for every broad- 
cast studio; the output of the separate amplifier normalled 
to feed the recording room. This arrangement would be 
very satisfactory from an operating standpoint. It would, 
however, mean a very high first cost, additional mounting 
space, and increased maintenance. 

It is very definitely against the policy of the NBC to 
provide a direct feed from any studio without adequate 
isolation protection. A direct feed to Radio Recording 
would introduce the possibility of causing cross -talk, wrong 
program, or low level if a wrong patch were made. Regular 
broadcast studio programs must be given the best possible 
protection at all times. 

Several special selector switches could have been pur- 
chased having as many separate points as there were broad- 
cast studios. The output of these switches could then be 
connected to feed the 4162 type amplifier that in turn fed 
the recording room. Upon investigation this arrangement was 
found to require a large amount of expensive new cable in 
addition to the purchase of the very special selector switches. 
A relay system to accomplish the same purpose as the selector 
switches was found to have the same disadvantages. 

The final solution to the problem was found by utilizing 
the split windings of the output transformer of the 4162 
amplifier used to feed the House Monitoring selector system. 

r 
NO TIME FOR HEROICS 

No Siree, we'll not go around bragging 

about the swell job we're doing 

in Supplying Radio and Electronic 

Equipment to help the country's War 

Effort. Just ask the "top men" who 

come here for parts and equipment. 

They'll tell you that they like to rely 

on us to fill their requirements be- 

cause they can always depend on 

our Efficient Service and Complete 

Delivery of essential materials. 

TERMINAL RADIO CORP. 
85 CORTLANDT STREET 

NEW YORK CITY 
TELEPHONE WORTH 2 - I I 1 li 
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The 125 ohm output of the office monitoring amplifier could 
not be used to feed the recording room directly due to 
changes in level caused by capacity loading and the ever 
present danger of a defective switch or monitoring speaker 
placing a short circuit on the output of the amplifier. There- 
fore, each half of the amplifier output transformer was con 
nected to a "U" type pad. One pad was connected to feed 
the dial selector system. The other pad was connected to 
feed the Radio Recording Room directly. 

The input impedence to each pad was fixed at 250 ohms 
so that the two pads would match the output impedence 
of the transformer winding. The output impedence of the 
pad was made as low as was permitted by the maximum 
amount of permissable voltage loss of the pad. The permis - 
sable loss in the pad was determined from the maximum 
output level that the amplifier was capable of delivering 
without distortion. The final pad connected to each half of 
the transformer had 9.5 db of voltage loss. The measured out- 
put impedence of each pad when connected to the trans- 
former winding was 68 ohms. The two pads were mounted 
internally in the amplifier. The extra output was brought 
out on two amplifier tally light terminals which had not been 
used. The conversion required no amplifier jack layout 
changes and the only extra cable required was one direct 
run from each amplifier to the recording room jack field. The 
initial cost of this method was less than half that of any of 
the others and there is no additional maintenance required. 

At the time the pads were installed a vernier gain control 
was installed in the amplifier second stage grid circuit. This 
permits a very precise gain adjustment. A high and low 
frequency compensating circuit was also included in the 
amplifier. The frequency response with this arrangement 
can now be maintained flat within ±0.3 db of the 1000 
cycle reading from 20 to 17,000 cycles. Tests show that there 
is 12.2 db of isolation between one pad output and the input 
to the other. A short circuit on one pad reduces the output 
level on the other by only 0.7 db. These modified amplifiers 
have been in continuous service for some time and have given 
absolutely reliable service. 

TECHNICAL PRESS REVIEW (Continued from 
Page Six) 

of the horizontal pattern of a two- or three -element array. 
The calculator is of equal use in the determination of the 
vertical pattern when the antenna heights are equal. An 
analysis is made to show that the results given by the calcu- 
lator are solutions to the standard equation. The accuracy 
of the results are also considered. 

The Inclined Rhombic Antenna 
By Charles W. Harrison, Jr. 

In this paper, the use of an inclined rhombic antenna as 
a means for reducing the effect of fading is discussed. Equa- 
tions are given for determining the angle at which a rhombic 
antenna should be inclined to obtain a desired response pat- 
tern at various elevation angles in the vertical plane contain- 
ing the major axis. 
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Cleveland News By Bert Pruitt 

WE REALLY take great pleasure in presenting Captain 
C. S. Bidlack to the readers of The Broadcast Engi 
neers' Journal. Capt. Bidlack was with us here at 

WTAM until called to active duty in the Army on March 
31, 1941. 

When attempting to write something complementary 
about a friend, one must approach the subject like an antelope 
crossing a gulch on tiptoes. Otherwise the slightest hint as to 

the age of the one you are 
writing about may cause a 

sensitive man to wince with 
a pain located in the part of 
the anatomy that isn't dis- 

cussed in public. To prevent 
anything like this happening 
we will merely say that he 

recently passed his 25th 
birthday. How many times 
he has passed it has little to 
do with engineering and 
Army maneuvers. 

Cecil, we will take the 
liberty of saying Cecil in- 

stead of Capt., was born at Capt. C. S. Bidlack 

Oakwood, Ohio. He moved from there to Columbus in time 
to attend North High School which proved to be a stepping 
stone to the Ohio State University ladder of Higher Educa- 
tion. He received his degree of Bachelor of Electrical Engi- 
neering at Ohio State and was elected to the honorary 
electrical engineering fraternity, Eta Kappa Nu and also to 
the honorary engineering fraternity Tau Beta Pi at Ohio 
State. He won an "O" and $25.00 worth of wool by getting 
there first via hoof in '24 and '25. 

After garnering his share of the Greek alphabet he 

worked as student engineer for Western Electric in Chicago 
and as student engineer for the Ohio Bell Telephone Co. 
in Columbus. Along about this time the radio bug nipped 
him and set up oscillations that weren't damped out until 
Uncle Sam quenched them. 

At WEAO, now WOSU, Cecil was hired as assistant 
operator and announcer and did everything but clean the 
glasses of a near-sighted announcer. While at WOSU he 
announced all of the Ohio State basketball games during the 
seasons of '29-'30 and '30-'31. 

In 1938 he left his job as Technical Supervisor at WOSU 
to become a member of the Operating Staff at WTAM. 

Due to holding a 1st Lt.'s commission in the organized 
reserves of Uncle Sam's Signal Corps, Cecil received an 
invitation to report to Ft. Knox, Ky. He reported on March 
31, 1941. They accepted, so WTAM lost a good engineer to 
the 47th Signal Co. of the 1st Armored Division. 

In the meantime Cecil has had the experience of being 

Officer in charge of the Division Radio School which trains 
radio operators for the Army. A platoon Commander in the 

Replacement Training Battalion . . . Battalion Chemical 

Warfare Officer . . . Battalion Mess Officer and Battalion 
Range Officer . . . My, my . . . and I am merely a platter 
twirler. 

In January, '42, he received orders to report to Ft. Hayes, 

Columbus, Ohio. At present he is officer in charge, Fifth 
Corps Area Signal Corps Repair Shop ... We understand 
they repair anything from a General's lawn mower to an 

African blow -gun. 

That's about all the information we have about Capt. 
Bidlack. We certainly couldn't end without saying that Cecil 

has a lovely wife and two sons who show indications of being 

as brilliant as their likeable father. Jerry, the younger of the 
two, is eleven years old and Jimmy just recently celebrated 
his thirteenth birthday. 

Ear Ticklers From the Transmitter 

Horace Clark (TE) nearing the regretful part of his 
vacation ... Regretable inasmuch as he will soon have forty- 
nine weeks to worry about his next vacation. 

John Cheeks (TE), the slide rule wizard, chucking math 
(Continued on Page Seventeen) 

CAPPS* 
SAPPHIRE is, and has always been, the 

only material for making cutting styli for 

high class recordings. 

CAPPS* Patented Sapphire Styli are the 

original and accepted standard for high class 

professional acetate recordings. 

Imitated but not equalled 

FRANK L. CAPPS 
244 W. 49th STREET NEW YORK CITY 

Telephone Clrcle 6.5285 

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 
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Hollywood News By Bob Brooke 

Spring Fogs at Last . . . More Ace Men to Uncle Sam 
. . . Summer Shows Start . . . Radio City Being Redec- 
orated . . . Vacations . . . Still More New Men . . . 

SUN . . . Our newer Easterners solemnly predict rain 
every morning and the "natives" assure them daily 
over coffee that it's just spring fog . . . and daily 

our "newys" are amazed at the blazing sun by noon and 
the blondes appearing in sun suits, as if by magic, at the 
first arrival of a 100 per cent sunbeam . . . (Blondes in 

said attire also appear before microphones on daytime 
shows) . . . Anyway, we have discovered that it takes 
about three years of daily lessons in California weather to 
turn out a true California native who can tell high fog from 
an Illinois storm . . . However, more beach weather 
every day and by the time this is in print we'll be basking 
in sun from sun -up to midnight . . . And going to the 
beach, schedules and tires permitting . . . KOA Williams 
taking golf seriously and sporting the reddest sunburn of 
the Engineering crew . . . The waves at Santa Monica 
missing Ferguson, who reports from the North that all's 
fine with his Government Engineering job . . . 

Army . . . Headlines this month go to Frank Figgins, 
our excellent maintenance supervisor and senior Hollywood 

PATERSON: NEW BRUNSUJICIS: 
79 Bridge Street 54 Albany Street 

AARON LIPPMAN & CO. 
246 Central Avenue Newark, N. J. 

Leading Radio Equipment Distributor of New Jersey 
Prompt Service at No Extra Cost 

Courmettes & Gaul 

OPTICIANS 
55 West 49th Street 

R. C. A. Building, New York 
Main Floor 

EYE EXAMINATIONS 

Prescriptions Filled . . . Prompt Repair Work 

staff member, who left late in May for a post as captain in 
the Signal Corps . . . Known as Butch, Franky, Speed, 
etc., to the old gang, he was the second Engineering De- 
partment employee in Hollywood and ran many of the old 
shows from RKO . . . Frank, an old hand at equipment 
installation, personally did much of the wiring and super- 
vising of all three Hollywood NBC units, RKO, Melrose, 
and Radio City . . . Probably his greatest personal 
achievement (and headache) was the emergency construc- 

Division Engineer Saxton looks on while Johnny Morris 
accepts reins of Hollywood maintenance Department from 

Captain Frank Figgins 

tion of three outside theaters to handle overflow shows 
(Fred Allen, Packard, MGM, Maxwell House, Fleischman) 
in the fall of 1937 . . . In that hectic year shows were 
arriving weekly with no notice and we had no place to 
put them . . . Frank, under the most difficult conditions, 
worked night and day building beautifully equipped stages 
and control booths at minimum expense . . . In any 
event, we have lost a friend and a valuable man for the 
duration . . . However, remember the stuff about the 
dark clouds and silver linings? . . . An excellent choice 
has been made in Johnny Morris to replace Frank as Main- 
tenance Supervisor for the duration . . . Johnny is an old 
timer from Chicago who has been working as Frank's 
assistant in Maintenance the past three years . . . Johnny 
was unquestionably the man for the job and we all wish 
him luck with tubes and priorities till it's all over . . . 

So long, Franky, we're damned proud of you, keep the old 
Signal Corps rolling . . . 

Research . . . Another ace engineer to feel the call 
to duty is Bob Callen of Recording . . . Bob leaves the 
15th of June for a research job with the government in 
the East . . . Bob is probably one of the oldest and best 
known wax recording engineers in the country and has 
been with us since the opening of Radio City, having 
come from Decca . . . Bob's background includes the 
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GE Lab and several trips with weight -driven recorders 
around the world for Brunswick . . . While with Decca 

Bob handled all of Bing's recording as well as the entire 
Hollywood output for many years . . . So long, Bob, 

Recording will miss you, but we'll keep 'em rolling . . . 

Lots of luck . . . 

Misc . . . My apologies to Stoltzy for this late copy, 
but between Army shows and rebuilding a house I've been 
up to the well-known ears . . . Matter of fact I've been 
keeping my nose to the ground looking for copy and it's all 

been pretty dull stuff or overshadowed by the tremendous 
defense effort that probably occupies all of us in every 
office of the Company or Radio . . Denny wants more 
news from the Blue . . . Okay, we'll hunt for Blue news 
next month . . . In the meantime they're doing a swell 

job out here and getting organized rapidly . . . More 
Blue mike signs are showing up every day and Blue's pub- 
licity is going to town . . . Denny has his own private 
office, now having traded with Operations Supervisor Don 
DeWolf, who works from a new desk in Sax's office . . 

Bert Capstaff writes from NY while on the Kay Kyser 
tour and sez he'd give anything to be back in Hollywood 
. . . Reports a trip through Florida will extend his stay 

. . Also that he's been doing some of the Bandwagon 
programs for the Treasury Department . . . Been gone 

three times as long as planned and, speaking of that and 
the Kyser show . . . Mac's wife Ginny is singing on the 
show and poor Mac, just married, hasn't seen her in months 
. . . He still hopes to stay out of the Army long enough 
to have a much -postponed honeymoon when the Kyser 
show gets back . . . Hey . . . Kay . . . Come on 
back . . . Well, vacations are well under way with most 

of the gang staying at home . . . Les Culley, Recording 
supervisor, reports two new Sculley Master Recorders to 
be working soon, along with associated amplifiers and 

switching equipment . . . Eddy Miller and wife on recent 
trip to isolated Dollar Lake had quite an encounter with 
a mountain lion . . . Beachcomber Reid they call him 
now . . . Ralph Reid, ex -New Yorker, frequently seen 

frequenting famed "Don the Beachcomber's" and other 
choice nighteries around town . . . Sez I, what were you 

doing there, Brooke . . . Art Brearley looking for a 

motorcycle to negotiate his forty -mile round trip a day 
. . . Irene Rich, after years with NBC, goes to CBS 

because of a time confliction with the Fred Allen show 
. . . Al Korb taking vacation relief in Master Control .. 
Big shows folding rapidly with summer replacements almost 
100 per cent . . . Mort Smith in and out looking fit and 

fine . . New men include Eilers from RCA Manufac- 
turing, Dewes from coast broadcasting . . . Knight from 

Chicago NBC . . . Nelson from the picture lots . . . 

welcome, fellows . . . Hope you'll like us . . . Letters 

from Fullaway and Sugg in the Navy . . . Both fine and 

doing all right for themselves . . . More about them if 

and when it won't reveal military information . . . 73. 

The Broadcast Engineers' 
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Cleveland News 
(Continued from Page Fifteen) 

books, slide rule and test tubes into one drawer of his desk 

with his right hand while his left brings forth fishing tackle, 

sun -glasses and mosquito nets. The vacation bug once again 

has performed a miracle. It amazes us to see a man doing 

everything by the rigid rules of math for forty-nine weeks 

of the year, then what happens? The vacation bug nibbles 

and the believer of Euclid disregards all proven laws to shoot 

the works on the fickle laws of chance for the remainder of 

the year. 

Al Stewart (TE), Independence, Ohio, Scout Master, 

preparing his troops for a forty -mile hike and an overnight 
stay in the woods. 

That reminds us of the midnight oil we used to burn 
while following the Rover Boys on identical trips. Hope Al 
has as much fun on his trip as we had in those far distant 
days of the past when kerosene lamps and dobbin -propelled 

transportation were considered luxuries. 

P. S.: Just received a call advising that Program has 

changed studios again . . . We'll madly dash to another 
floor ... If we fail to make it you may have a new Cleveland 
Ed next month! 
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In the Finder 
By Jerry Renneck 

THIS month it will positively be Darkrooms and such. 
Each time I have started to tell you something about 
darkrooms, something else has come up which seemed 

more important at the time. Nothing shall stop us this 
time. 

To get to the subject at hand. All, and I say that with 
very little fear of contradiction, all of us have at some time 
or another wanted to own a dark room in which we go to 
do the work that seems so important to us. Well, believe 
me, it is a simple matter to have one. If you live in an 
apartment, or if you live in a private house, you can have 
a darkroom of your very own. When I returned to New 
York after having been away a number of years, we found 
ourselves in an apartment where I could not get cellar 
space for a lab. However, we did have a couple of fairly 
good-sized closets, and, after staining the kitchen floor a 

few times, Madame Wife decided that it would be just too 
ducky if I could build a darkroom in one of the closets 
which she would assign to me and mine. After we decided 
what could go to the storeroom in the basement and what 
could be distributed among the other two closets, I went 
to work. The closet, which I shall refer to henceforth as 

10th Floor 
RCA 

Building 
Suite 
1017 

If you require information 
on insurance of any kind 

call 

HERB RICE 

Telephone 
NBC 

Extension 
140 

Complete Line of 

Plotofeaftitic Equifisteigi 
Carried - New or Used 

Write for Your Needs .. . Shipments Made 
All Over the U. S. 

Complete Film Rental Library Available 

IMPERIAL CAMERA SHOP 
6208 Cermak Road Berwyn, Ill. 

"the room," was about 3 feet deep and about 51/2 feet long 

with the door in about the middle of one of the long sides. 

The door being a standard thirty -inch gave us 30 inches 
with which to work and plan. 

Now, let's open the door and see what's inside the 
room. On the left, as we look in, there is a shelf at table 
height and about 20 inches wide. On this, in the near 
corner, sits the enlarger which is a Multifax taking nega- 
tives up to 21/2 x 31/2 inches. To the right of the enlarger 
are all the gadgets that we use in enlarging. To the right 
of the door is another shelf about 10 inches wide on which 
we see two trays. (The shelf would hold two 11 x 14 

trays.) They are side by side and, on closer examination, 
we see a slot has been cut into the shelf between the two 
trays. Through this slot were passed the prints, as they 

came out of the short stop bath, into a hypo bath which 
was suspended under the shelf. This was used when 
making small prints. Of course, larger prints had to be 
passed in beyond the edge of the shelf. 

Between the two shelves is an old piano stool on which 
the operator may sit and merely swing around from en- 
larger to trays without any fuss. On the wall opposite the 
door we find some more shelves placed at a height so as 
to eliminate any possibility of cracking the skull in the dark. 
On the ceiling there is a two-way socket for an amber light 
and a white light controlled by a pull chain, and over the 
trays is the conventional safelight with interchangeable 
slides. 

This little room worked out beautifully and a lot of 
prints were made in it. When it was finished, a great sigh 
of relief was "hoved" by both of us. It was necessary to 
use the kitchen from then on only for washing and drying. 
The drying was accomplished by hanging the negatives on 
the clothes dryer which was suspended from the ceiling. 
Yes, Junior, there's one in your kitchen if you take the 
trouble to look up sometime. 

The accompanying sketch will give you a clearer picture 
of the layout, and I hope that you will find it to work out 
for you as well as it did for me. If you have a darkroom 
problem, why don't you write us and we may be able to 
help you. We'll even lay one out for you if you give us 
all the data. Floor space available, obstructions (structural; 
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we can't do anything about other kinds), equipment on 

hand or contemplated, and anything else that you think 
will be helpful in planning your darkroom for you. 

K.B.R. writes in to find out what we can tell him about 
composition. He adds that he would like it as brief as pos- 

sible. Had he not added that part about being brief, we 

would have been glad to answer his question, but if he 

thinks he is going to get a course in lights and shadows and 
masses in brief, he's way off the track. As it is the question 
will be answered to some extent, but believe me, compo- 

sition is as complex as television. You can't learn compo- 

sition homeopathically. You must take it in large doses. But 

anyway, the Dictionary of Photography by Wall, which, 

incidentally, I recommend heartily to all photographers, 
says, in part, as follows: "Composition. The term denoting 
the grouping of the materials of a picture so as to form a 

pleasing and harmonious whole . . . ' 

What can we gather from that? If we place a stick 

about twelve inches long alongside another of about eight 
inches length, we have formed a pleasing composition. But 

on the other hand, if we place the long stick at the top of 

the short one so that two-thirds of the long one extends 

beyond the vertical, we have an unbalanced composition. 
It is not pleasing, for it seems as if the long one will topple 

over at any minute. It is disturbing and annoying. The 
same applies roughly to pictures. If we compose our 

picture so that the dominant mass or subject of the picture 
seems to overbalance the minor mass, we have achieved an 

unbalance that can be very disturbing. 

This is so inadequate that it is funny, but it is almost 

hopeless to try and give you "composition" in the space 

allotted to our department. But in another issue, we will 

try and go into it a little deeper, and have a few sketches 

to illustrate our points. 'Til then, cap your lens. 

KR - Los Angeles 
(Continued from Page Eight) 

both quartered at the same towns in Scotland, Inverness 
and Invergordan. "And didja know that kinda auburn - 
haired one that lived up that first short street?" etc., etc. 

If it is "blackout" information you want, see Floyd 

Everett and Charley Lampkin, Studio Engineers by day and 

Air Raid Wardens by night. 
Norol Evans, Transmitter Engineer at KFI, is a rancher 

betwixt times. He owns an orange grove, near the City 
of Orange, in Orange County. Also raises scads of vege- 

tables for the market. He is W6ADT; has one of the best 
ham rigs in these parts; 70 -foot sticks, too; a member of 

the Century and other radio clubs. 
George Tokar, also T.E. at KFI, has also acquired a 

grove, near Anaheim, in the most beautiful part of Cali- 

fornia. If you have never seen the country around Fuller- 

ton, Orange, Anaheim and Santa Ana, put it on your 

"must" list. 

The Djinn 
We just had to do it ... As 

you well can see he is sitting 
pretty low where we put him .. As a matter of precaution 
we used a screw -cap bottle so 

he couldn't escape by popping 
the cork out like a Djinn of one 
thousand and one nights. The 
prisoner belongs to that tribe 
too, for by now you have prob- 
ably recognized Buddha, also 

known as s. e. Whittaker. The 
latter had a pernicious habit of 
flying the coop and leaving for 
lands where one basks in sun- 
shine and swims in the ocean in 
winter; all this with astonishing 
regularity. He'd stay away from 
the fold for a couple of fort- 
nights and then return to reap 
his extra days -off and a well 
earned vacation .. . 

Well, we put a stop to that. 
So we think. What is your con- 
sensus of opinion, dear reader? 

-S. de Somov. 
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Behind the Mike By Con Conrad 

CLAUDE M. GRAY has just recently been upped to 

the position of Chief Engineer of WTOC, Savan- 
nah, Ga. 

Ross Griffith, WDRC, Hartford, Conn., is new to the 
transmitter staff. Griff was recently honorably discharged 
from the army because of his health. 

Erwin Ahrndt to WAIT, Chicago, Ill., his former 
duties were with WJOB, Hammond, Ind. 

Lewis Smith of WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn., has taken 
leave to join the Army Signal Corps. 

Johnny Bart, KVOO, Tulsa, Okla., has taken leave 

from his engineering post to join the army. 
John O'Neill of the Greenwich Police Radio has joined 

the engineering staff of WSRR, Stamford, Conn. He re- 

places Victor Milana, who has joined the Marines. 
Edward Tauber of WBYN, Brooklyn, has resigned and 

is now connected with The Pan American Airways foreign 
service. 

Byron Lindsey of WSB, Atlanta, has reported for civilian 
duty with the U.S. Army Signal Corps. 

A. B. Chamberlain, chief engineer for CBS, has re- 

ported for active duty with the Navy as a lieutenant - 
commander. 

Dick Ashenfelder, chief engineer of WCBS, Springfield, 
Ill., has taken leave for military duty. 

A. H. Otto, NBC, Chicago, has been upped from studio 

Recording and Broadcasting become more synonymous 
with every day of the war, as greater numbers of engi- 
neers and staff join the armed forces. The photo shows 
Engineer Harry Cole at the console of WJAX, Jackson- 
ville, Florida. While the photo is humorous, it is never- 
theless symbolic of the complexity of doing a good 

turntable job 

engineer to the post of Control Room engineer. This on 

top of the announcement that Al is again proud papa of 

a son born recently is really good news. 

Harvey Kees, chief engineer of KILO, Grand Forks, 
N. D., has resigned to join the Harvard U. research staff. 

Ewald Tromp is new to the staff of WGNY, New- 
burgh, N. Y. 

G. E. Webster, NBC, Chicago, has been upped from 
the position of studio engineer to the Control Room staff. 

E. E. Schultz is new to the WMAQ, transmitter staff; 
he is also new to commercial radio. 

T. E. Gootee, NBC engineering, Chicago, is on leave 
and now with the U.S. Army Signal Corps. As you will 
recall, Tom was staff writer for our Journal. Last we 
heard, Tom was stationed at Ft. Monmouth as a second 
lieutenant. 

C. L. Pierce, NBC engineering, Chicago, also on leave 
and is with the U.S. Army Signal Corps. Curt is stationed 
in Detroit for the time being in the Procurement Division. 
He is a second lieutenant. 

L. E. Dutton, NBC engineering, Chicago, into Civil 
Service doing important work with the U.S. Army Signal 
Corps. 

T. G. Bombaugh, WENR Blue Network station in 

Chicago, has taken leave for military life and is with the 
Navy as a lieutenant. 

J. F. Mehren, new to the transmitter staff of WENR, 
Chicago. Mehren was formerly connected with the NYA 
training program in the Windy City. 

W. T. Knight, Blue Network, Chicago, has transferred to 
Hollywood. Dr. Knight has already assumed his new duties 
and can be found doing the engineering of the new Dinah 
Shore programs from that point. 

R. A. Kelley new to the engineering staff of the NBC 
in Chicago. He hails from WASK of Lafayette, Ind., and 
the University station at Purdue. 

D. R. Fitch has joined the engineering staff of the NBC, 
Chicago. Fitch was formerly connected with WOAI, 
San Antonio. 

A. W. Hjorth, formerly of Haliburton Oil Enterprises 
and a varied radio background, has recently joined the 
engineering staff of NBC, Chicago. Along with the influx 
of new men to the Chicago staff of NBC comes C. C. 
Blanchard, formerly of Purdue, and H. C. Johnson, for- 
merly of the Airlines, and C. A. Cabasin, formerly of 
WDAY, Fargo, N. D. 

T. H. Paelig, formerly of the NBC engineering staff at 
Chicago, has retired from active duties in radio. He expects 
to live down south. 

Mr. Mulatz has just joined the staff of the Blue Net- 
work staff in Chicago as we go to press. No further info 
available on his past in radio. 
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MILLIONS? 
not in this business, mister . . . 

Our's is a limited field with a limited potential 

market, which no amount of "higher mathe- 

matics" can change. Simple arithmetic tells 

the story conclusively. Throughout the entire 

country, there are approximately only 1,000 pros- 

pective customers for professional, high fidelity, 

instantaneous recording blanks, of all makes. 

So, we cannot hope to become a "giant industry". We, 

ourselves, are not contemplating mass production 

facilities. Rather than quantity, our prime consideration 

must be quality. 

Our production is therefore entirely controlled, and 

each blank critically inspected. We are manufacturing 

this one product only ... and doing the job exceed- 

ingly well. 

For your next "spot" specify A DVAN C E 
Instantaneous Glass Base Recording Blanks 

STillwell 4.7837 

ADVANCE RECORDING PRODUCTS CO. 
36-12 34th Street Long Island City, N. Y. 
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AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE 

Against the background of millions of radios 
built for American homes, RCA now is build- 
ing radio apparatus to strengthen the world- 

wide life -lines of American communications 
ashore, afloat and aloft. Radio has gone to war ! 

Almost the entire development of radio as 

we know it took place during the two decades 
between the last war and this one. During that 
time, RCA Laboratories worked unceasingly to 

perfect existing devices and to invent new 

ones. Out of this research came the finest 
civilian radio equipment the world has 

ever seen ... and the finest military radio equip- 
ment ! For the RCA Manufacturing Company 
is today on a war footing. 

Some day, when peace returns, against this 
dual background of manufacturing experience 
in peace and war, RCA will turn from military 
to civilian radio-and gear its production to 
build new radio and television sets for the 
home-post-war radios designed to 

incorporate the latest scien- 
tific lessons and discoveries 
made in RCA Laboratories. 

Radio Corporation of America 

BUY 

: U.S. WAR 

BONDS 

PIONEER IN RADIO, ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION 

RCA Building, New York 

The Services of RCA: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. R.C.A. Communications, Inc. Radiomarine Corporation of America 

RCA Laboratories National Broadcasting Co., Inc. Blue Network Co., Inc. RCA Institutes, Inc. 
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